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Serializing Product for CMOs
Learning Objectives

At the end of this module, you will be able to:
n

Request serial numbers.

n

Manually commission serial numbers.

n

Decommission and destroy serial numbers.

n

Generate a report on commissioned serial numbers.

n

Query lots in SOM.

n

View the Serial Number Exchange packaging log.

n

Set a lot to quality released.

n

Enable and receive notifications and email notifications.

n

Add users and assign the Company Administrator and Service Administrator roles.

Overview

Following are the steps you will take to serialize product and generate reports to satisfy
the requirements of EU FMD. If your TraceLink system is integrated electronically with
your internal production lines, the serial number request and response data is sent
automatically to TraceLink. If not, you will need to request serial numbers using
TraceLink’s Serial Number Exchange user interface.
Step 1

Request serial numbers in TraceLink's Serial Number Exchange module. To do so, see:
n

Requesting Serial Numbers on page 5

If your internal lines are integrated with TraceLink, the serial numbers are sent automatically and you
do not have to request serial numbers in the Serial Number Exchange user interface.
Step 2

Your internal lines commission serial numbers for the lot. To do, see:
n

Manually Commissioning Serial Numbers on page 8
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Step 3

Confirm that all serial numbers in the lot are commissioned.
You can check the status of serial numbers by generating reports and querying lots in TraceLink's
Serialized Operations Manager. To do so, see:
n

Generating a Lot Summary Report on page 15

n

Generating a Report on Commissioned Serial Numbers on page 17

You can also check the status of serial numbers by viewing the packaging log in Serial Number
Exchange. To do so, see:
n

Step 4

Filtering by Message Type on page 20

Once you have confirmed that all of the serial numbers in the lot are commissioned, you can set the
lot to quality released. To do so, see:
n

Setting a Lot to Quality Released on page 22

This operation triggers a Commission - Product Pack report.
See to view the report.
Useful Tips

To be notified of any errors without logging into TraceLink, you can enable and specify your email
notifications. To do so, see:
n

Configuring Email Notifications for Info Exchange on page 25

n

Error Response and Alert Notifications

If you need to destroy serial numbers, see:
n

Updating the Status of Serial Numbers on page 12

To add more users to your TraceLink system, see:
n

Adding Users on page 27

n

Assigning the Company Administrator Role on page 28

n

Adding Application Members on page 29

n

Adding Application Managers on page 31
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Requesting Serial Numbers
You can request serial numbers from a manufacturing location using the Serial Number
Exchange interface.
Manually Request Serial Numbers
To request serial numbers using the Serial Number Exchange interface:

1. In Serial Number Exchange, select Packaging Functions from the Go To menu.
2. In the Assignment Functions section on the bottom left of the Packaging
Functions page, click Request Numbers.
3. For ServiceLink, select the location for which you want to generate the serial
numbers.
4. For Enter Request Information, complete the fields in the following table.
Required fields are shown with red asterisks (*).
Field

Description

Plant SGLN*

Enter the Serialized Global Location Number of the company requesting the serial
numbers.

Quantity*

Specify the number of serial numbers you are requesting. The maximum quantity you can
request depends on how the provider configured the serial number template for the item.

Encoding Type*

Select from:

PO Number

n

AI(01)(21): This application identifier is used for items and homogenous inner packs,
bundles, cases, and shippers. It encodes the GTIN packaging code type or the NTIN
packaging code type and a unique serial reference.

n

AI(00): An SSCC (Serial Shipping Container Code). SSCCs are used for pallets and
mixed cases. SSCCs are not product-specific since they are used for mixed-product
containers. An SSCC encodes the GS1 company prefix and a globally unique serial
reference.

n

CN-EDMC: A China Electronic Data Monitoring Code. CN-EDMC is the code type for
products sold in China. The Chinese government issues these serial numbers which
are imported into TraceLink’s serialization repository.

Enter the purchase order number corresponding to the requested serial numbers.
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Field

Description

PO Line
Number

Enter the PO line number corresponding to the requested serial numbers.

Work Order
Number

Enter the work order number corresponding to the requested serial numbers.

Reference
Identifier

Enter the reference identifier corresponding to the requested serial numbers.

5. For Find and Select Packaging Code:
n

To search by an item code, enter the Item Code or click the drop-down icon

to

select one. If you type the beginning of the code, TraceLink filters the list to the
matching codes.
n

To search by an item’s description, enter text in the Description field.

n

To retrieve the full list of packaging codes, leave both Item Code and
Description blank.

6. Click Search.
The matching packaging codes are displayed.
7. Select a packaging code to request corresponding serial numbers.
8. For Repeat function after SUBMIT:
n

Remove the check to go to the Packaging Events Log after you click Submit.

n

Check to remain on the current page after you click Submit.

9. Click Submit.
The message results are displayed.
Note: If you checked Repeat function after SUBMIT, click Cancel to return to the
Packaging Functions page, then choose Go To: Packaging Events Log to see
the message results.
10. Click the Download Serial Numbers link to view the list.
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SNX downloads a CSV file containing the serial numbers. For instructions on
opening the CSV file without losing leading zeros, see the following procedure.
Following are some examples of serial number formats:

Open Your Serial Number File Without Losing Leading Zeros

If you have country drug codes, PO numbers, or other identifiers that begin with a zero,
Excel strips the zeros off when you open a CSV file. This is expected behavior in Excel, as
it treats these values as numbers to be used in mathematical equations rather than
identifiers. To correct this, you need to open the CSV file in a special way, which tells
Excel to treat specific columns as text rather than numbers. The procedure differs slightly
depending on which version of Excel you use.
To open your CSV file without losing leading zeros in Excel 2016:

1. Launch Excel with a blank workbook.
2. Click the Data tab.
3. Click the From Text button.
4. Browse to the CSV file you wish to open.
The Text Import Wizard is displayed.
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5. On the Step 1 screen, click Next on the first screen of the Wizard.
6. On the Step 2 screen, under Delimiters, check Comma and click Next.
7. On the Step 3 screen, indicate the columns with leading zeros you wish to keep:
a. Locate the column containing identifiers with leading zeros and select it by
clicking on the column header.
b. In the Column data format area, click the Text radio button.
c. Repeat this for all the columns you wish to treat as text.
8. Click Finish.
Excel imports the data and the leading zeros are preserved.
To open your CSV file without losing leading zeros in Excel for Office 365:

1. Launch Excel with a blank workbook.
2. Click the Data tab.
3. Click the From Text/CSV button.
4. Browse to the CSV file you wish to open. Select it and click Import.
5. On the next screen, select Do not detect data types from the Data Type
Detection drop-down.
6. Click Finish.
Excel imports the data and the leading zeros are preserved.

Manually Commissioning Serial Numbers
Manually commissioning serial numbers isn't a common function, but Serial Number
Exchange provides the functionality in case you need to resolve an issue.
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Commission Serial Numbers
To commission serial numbers:

1. Select Serial Number Exchange in the Modules menu.
2. In the Assignment Functions section on the bottom left of the Packaging
Functions page, click Commission Numbers.
3. For ServiceLink, select the Serial Number Exchange Link (subscriber)
commissioning the serial numbers.
4. Enter the following commissioning information.
Required fields are shown with red asterisks (*).
Field

Description

Encoding
Format*

Select from:
n

AI(01)(21): This application identifier is used for items and homogenous inner packs,
bundles, cases, and shippers. It encodes the GTIN packaging code type or the NTIN
packaging code type and a unique serial reference.

n

AI(00): An SSCC (Serial Shipping Container Code). SSCCs are used for pallets and
mixed cases. SSCCs are not product-specific since they are used for mixed-product
containers. An SSCC encodes the GS1 company prefix and a globally unique serial
reference.

n

CN-EDMC: A China Electronic Data Monitoring Code. CN-EDMC is the code type for
products sold in China. The Chinese government issues these serial numbers which
are imported into TraceLink’s serialization repository.

Location SGLN*

Specify the numeric component of the commissioning site’s serialized global location
number: <CompanyPrefix>.<LocationReference>.<Extension>, for example,
030093.000555.0.

Plant Location
ID

Specify the location identifier for the manufacturing plant.

Production Line
ID

Specify the identifier for the production line.

Line Manager
Name

Specify the name of the production line manager.

* Required for CN-EDMC

* Required for CN-EDMC
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Field

Description

GS1 Company
Prefix

Specify the identifier assigned by GS1 for the company commissioning an SSCC.

Filter Value

Specify a Filter Value between 0 and 7. Filter values are established by some companies
to indicate the packaging level of items.

* Required for AI(00)

* Required for AI(00)
PO Number /

Specify the PO number and line identifier corresponding to the serial numbers.

Line
Work Order
Number

Enter the work order number corresponding to the serial numbers.

Reference
Identifier

Enter the reference identifier corresponding to the serial numbers.

Packaging Code Specify the Packaging Code for the product being commissioned. The Packaging Code
represents the product and the packaging level. If you type the first few characters of the
Packaging Code, TraceLink autocompletes the code.
* Required for AI(01)(21) and CN-EDMC
Packaging
UOM*

Country Drug
Code

Specify the unit of measure for items being commissioned.
For AI(01)(21), select Each.
n

For AI(01)(21) (SGTIN) or CN-EDMC serial numbers: Select Each, Inner
Pack/Bundle, Case/Shipper, or Pallet.

n

For AI(00) (SSCCs) serial numbers, select Case/Shipper or Pallet.

Specify the unique drug code assigned to the product by the country where it will be sold. If
you type the first few characters of the Country Drug Code, TraceLink autocompletes the
code.
* Note: You must enter either an Internal Material Number or a Country Drug Code for
AI(01)(21).
* Required for CN-EDMC

Country Market
Code

Select the code for the country where the product will be sold. If you type the first few
characters of the Country Market Code, TraceLink autocompletes the code.

Internal Material
Number

Enter the manufacturer’s internal material number for the product.

Lot Number

Enter the lot number of the item you’re commissioning.

* Note: You must enter either an Internal Material Number or a Country Drug Code for
AI(01)(21).

* Required for AI(01)(21) and CN-EDMC
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Field

Description

Expiration Date

Enter the expiration date of the lot.
* Required for AI(01)(21) and CN-EDMC

Manufacturing
Date

Enter the date the lot was manufactured.
* Required for CN-EDMC

5. For Specify Serial Numbers, enter the serial numbers to be updated using one of
these methods:
n

Select Upload Serial Numbers and click Choose File. Each serial number in the
file must be on its own row. The file must only contain serial numbers. Do not
include a header row.

n

Select Scan Serial Numbers and scan an item’s barcode or type a serial
number in the text box. If typing multiple serial numbers, place each number in its
own row.

Serial numbers can be expressed in standard format or in full GS1 barcode format.
TraceLink parses the serial number from the barcode format.
6. For Repeat function after SUBMIT:
n

Remove the check to go to the Packaging Events Log after you click Submit.

n

Check to remain on the current page after you click Submit.

7. Click Submit.
When Serial Number Exchange commissions the serial numbers, the results
display in the list of messages on the Packaging Events Log screen.
Note: If you checked Repeat function after SUBMIT, click Cancel to return to the
Packaging Functions page, then choose Go To: Packaging Events Log to see
the message results.
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The system completes the operation in the background (asynchronously) so the
results may not be ready immediately. You can configure TraceLink to send email
notifications for Serial Number Exchange events that fail or succeed with warnings.
8. Click the Serial Numbers Used link to see the commissioning details.

Updating the Status of Serial Numbers
You can use the Update Number Status button on the Packaging Functions page, if
you need to deactivate, destroy, decommission, or encode a serial number in Serial
Number Exchange.
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Update Serial Number Status
To update the status of serial numbers using the Serial Number Exchange interface:

1. In Serial Number Exchange, select Packaging Functions from the Go To menu.
2. In the Access Functions section on the top right, click Update Number Status.
3. Select the ServiceLink that connects the provisioning location with the company or
location that is updating the serial number status.
4. For Enter Location Information and Reference Documents, complete these
fields:
Required fields are shown with red asterisks (*).
Field

Description

Location SGLN*

Enter the location’s Serialized Global Location Number.

Production Line ID

Enter the identifier for the production line.

Line Manager Name Enter the line manager’s name.
PO Number / Line

Enter the PO number and line corresponding to the serial numbers.

Work Order Number Enter the work order number corresponding to the serial numbers.
Reference Identifier

Enter the reference identifier corresponding to the serial numbers.

5. For Specify Status Information, complete these fields.
Required fields are shown with red asterisks (*).
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Field

Description

Serial Number
Status*

You can set the status of the specified serial numbers to one of the following:
n

Deactivated: Deactivated serial numbers can no longer be used. You can
deactivate a serial number only if it has been provisioned (the Reserved state). If it
has been commissioned, you destroy it rather than deactivate it.

n

Decommissioned: Decommissioned serial numbers can be re-commissioned. You
can decommission a serial only if it has been commissioned.

n

Destroyed: Like deactivated serial numbers, destroyed serial numbers can no
longer be used. The difference between destroyed and deactivated serial numbers
is that you can only destroy a serial number if it has been commissioned. You
deactivate the serial number instead if it has been provisioned but not yet
commissioned.

n

Encoded: You use the Encoded status if the serial numbers are being printed and
then affixed to products. As soon as a serial number is affixed to a product, the
serial number moves to the Commissioned (used) status.

Based on the status you choose, additional fields appear in the Specify Status
Information section of the page.
Status Change
Reason

The Status Change Reason field is required only for Decommissioned and
Destroyed status updates.

Attributes

If you select the Decommissioned or Destroyed status, you can specify an attribute
that identifies why the serial number was decommissioned or destroyed, for example,
Damaged, Expired, Recalled, or Sampled.
See the Introduction to the TraceLink Serialization course for a description of these
attribute values.

Packaging Code

The Packaging Code field appears and is required if the status is Encoded.

6. For Specify Serial Numbers, enter the serial numbers to be updated using one of
these methods:
n

Select Upload Serial Numbers from File and click Choose File. Each serial
number in the file must be on its own row. The file must only contain serial
numbers. Do not include a header row.

n

Select Scan Serial Numbers and scan an item’s barcode or type a serial
number in the text box. If typing multiple serial numbers, place each number in its
own row.
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Serial numbers can be expressed in standard format or in full GS1 barcode format.
TraceLink parses the serial number from the barcode format.
7. For Repeat function after SUBMIT:
n

Remove the check to go to the Packaging Events Log after you click Submit.

n

Check to remain on the current page after you click Submit.

8. Click Submit.
When you update the status of serial numbers, Serial Number Exchange submits the
update request and displays a message in green.
This message does not indicate that the serial numbers are updated; it indicates that
Serial Number Exchange has sent the update request to the serial number repository.
It might take a few minutes for the Serial Number Status Updated message to appear in
the Packaging Events Log. Refresh your browser to refresh the list.
Note: If you checked Repeat function after SUBMIT, click Cancel to return to the
Packaging Functions page, then choose Go To: Packaging Events Log to see the
message results.
If a message does not appear for the operation, you can use Info Exchange to
troubleshoot the message.

Generating a Lot Summary Report
This procedure shows how to generate a report with commissioning details for a particular
product. You can filter the report to show the serial numbers for a specific lot of the
product. You can filter by the market into which you’re selling, as well.
Lot Summary reports provide this data:
Lot Summary Report Results
Product Identifiers

Lot Number

n

Internal Material Number

n

Country Drug Code and Type

Specified lot number.
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Lot Summary Report Results
Expiration Date

Lot expiration date.

Manufacturing Date

Lot manufacturing date.

Initial Commission Location Location the serial numbers were initially commissioned at.
Quantity

Quantity of serial numbers commissioned.

Generate a Lot Summary Report
To generate a Lot Summary report:

1. In Serialized Operations Manager, click Operational Reports and click the Create
Operational Reports link.
2. Set Show Data From to the manufacturing site that provisioned the serial numbers
of the products you’re reporting on.
3. For Report Type, select Lot Summary.
4. Enter the Product by specifying its country drug code or internal material number.
You can also click the drop-down icon to select a code.
If you type the beginning of the product ID, TraceLink autocompletes it.
5. Optionally, enter a lot number.
6. Enter a Date Range.
The date range is limited to 30 days.
7. Optionally, enter a Commissioning Location or click the drop-down icon

and

select a code.
If you type the beginning of the location ID, TraceLink autocompletes it.
8. Enter a Market Code, the country where you’re selling the product or click the dropdown icon and select the code.
9. Click the Enter another market code link if you’re selling the product into multiple
markets.
10. Click Submit.
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SOM generates the report in the background. The results do not display in the
current window.
11. To view the report, click Operational Reports and click the View Operational
Reports link.
You might need to wait for SOM to generate the report. Refresh the View
Operational Reports page to view the report once SOM is finished.
SOM saves the generated operational report for two weeks.

Generating a Report on Commissioned Serial Numbers
This procedure shows how to generate a report on the commissioned serial numbers for a
specified product and lot.
Commissioned Serial Number reports provide this data:
Commissioned Serial Number Report Results
Serial Numbers and
Parent Serial Number
Product Identifiers

Packing Information

Lot number
Dates

Includes the product’s serial number and the serial number of its parent container.

n

Internal material number

n

Country drug code and type

n

Packaging code and code type

n

Packing unit of measure

Corresponds to the specified product.
n

Expiration date

n

Manufacturing date

Commissioning location

Location where the serial number was initially commissioned.

Serial Number state

Commissioned

Item state

Possible values: Available, Blocked, Pending Receipt, Picked, Received, Shipped.

Item reason codes

Indicates any reason codes applied to the item: Damaged, Expired, Misplaced,
Disposed, Recalled, Sampled, Dispensed.
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Commissioned Serial Number Report Results
Release status

Lot Quality Released status

Report History

Indicates each generated compliance report that referenced the serial number. SOM
adds extra columns for additional reports. Includes:
n

Report type

n

Report date

Generate a Commissioned Serial Numbers Report
To generate a Commissioned Serial Numbers report:

1. In Serialized Operations Manager, click Operational Reports and click the Create
Operational Reports link.
2. Set Show Data From to the manufacturing site that provisioned the serial numbers
of the products you’re reporting on.
3. For Report Type, select Commissioned Serial Numbers.
4. Enter the Product by specifying its country drug code or internal material number.
You can also click the drop-down icon to select a code.
If you type the beginning of the product ID, TraceLink autocompletes it.
5. Enter the Lot Number.
6. Click Submit.
SOM generates the report in the background. The results do not display in the
current window.
7. To view the report, click Operational Reports and click the View Operational
Reports link.
You might need to wait for SOM to generate the report. Refresh the View
Operational Reports page to view the report once SOM is finished.
SOM saves the generated operational report for two weeks.
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Querying Lots
Use SOM to obtain the following data on an item code and lot:
Lot Status Query Results
Item information

Provides the item’s packaging code, internal material number, and market
withdrawal status.

Lot information

Provides the lot’s expiration date, quality release status,the quantity of serial
numbers in the repository for the specified item code and lot, and the product recall
status.

Additionally, if you are a repackager, SOM will display related source and repackaged lot
information:
Results for Repackagers
Repackaged product
information

Provides the new item code and new lot of repackaged products related to the
original lot, including a link to the new lot.
Note: This informational section only appears for source lots that were repackaged.

Source product information

Provides the item code and the lot of the original products, including a link to the
original lot.
Note: This informational section only appears for repackaged lots.

Query an Item Code and Lot

You can query an item code and lot only if they have associated serialized items.
To query an item code and lot:

1. In Serialized Operations Manager, click Queries and click the Get Lot Status link.
2. Set Show Data From to the manufacturing site that provisioned the serial numbers
of the products you’re managing.
3. Enter the Item Code or click the drop-down icon

and select a code.

If you type the beginning of the number, TraceLink autocompletes it.
The item codes in the list represent the serialized products at the site you selected
in the Show Data From menu.
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4. Enter the Lot Number.
5. Click Search.
Note: The packaging level quantity counts do not include decommissioned or destroyed
serial numbers, but the Total does. Therefore the Total may not match the sum of the
levels.

Filtering by Message Type
In Serial Number Exchange, you can filter on message types which reflect serial number
lifecycle events, as well as request exceptions.
Filtering by Message Type
To filter by Serial Number Exchange message type:

1. In Serial Number Exchange, select Packaging Events Log from the Go To menu.
2. Select a status value from the Message Type menu:
Message Type

Description

End of Batch

Displays the Each packaging code level and quantity for End of Batch
messages.

Production Order Created

Displays all the production order created messages.

Production Order Withdrawn

Displays all the withdrawn production orders messages.

Serial Number Request Denied

Displays the requests that were denied and the corresponding error
codes and descriptions.

Serial Number Status Updated

Displays all serial number status update events initiating in Serial
Number Exchange.
You can manually update the status of serial numbers by clicking
Update Number Status on the Packaging Functions page. Or you can
use the Serialized Operations Manager’s Status Update commands.

Serial Numbers Disaggregated

Displays disaggregation events and lets you view the disaggregated
items.

Serial Numbers Provisioned

Displays provisioning events and lets you download the provisioned
serial numbers.

Serial Numbers Requested

Displays serial number requests.
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Message Type

Description

Serial Numbers Transferred

Displays the transfer events and provides the sender and recipient of the
transferred serial numbers.

Serial Numbers Transferred
Response

Displays the responses from transfers. Provides a link to the serial
numbers transferred.

Serial Numbers Used

Displays the serial numbers commissioned events and serial number
transformation events (such as repackaging).
Note: These messages will not display for Links between two TraceLink
customers. In this case, to see commissioning information, use
Serialized Operations Manager > Queries > Get Serial Number
History.

3. To search in one location, select a ServiceLink from the drop down list.
4. Optionally, filter the results by setting other Search Criteria.
5. Click Search.
Serial Number Exchange shows the matching messages with the selected
message type.
6. In the results table, click a link in the Message Type column for more details.
To filter by Serial Number State:

1. In Serial Number Exchange, select Packaging Events Log from the Go To menu.
2. For Message Type, select Serial Number Status Updated.
3. To search in one location, select a ServiceLink from the drop down list.
4. Select a Serial Number State: All, Encoded, Deactivated, Decommissioned, or
Destroyed.
5. Optionally, filter the results by setting other Search Criteria.
6. Click Search.
Serial Number Exchange shows the matching messages with the selected serial
number state.
7. In the results table, click a link in the Message Type column for more details.
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To filter by packaging code:

1. In Serial Number Exchange, select Packaging Events Log from the Go To menu.
2. Enter a Packaging Code.
If you type the first few characters of the packaging code, TraceLink autocompletes
the code. Click the drop down icon to select the Packaging Code.
3. To search in one location, select a ServiceLink from the drop down list.
4. Optionally, filter the results by setting other Search Criteria.
5. Click Search.
Serial Number Exchange shows the matching messages with the selected
packaging code.
6. In the results table, click a link in the Message Type column for more details.

Setting a Lot to Quality Released
You set the Product Release status if you’re selling in countries like China that require
notification when a lot has been released. When you set a lot to “Quality Released” using
the Set Product Release Status operation, SOM generates a report and sends it to the
TraceLink Compliance application for that country. TraceLink also sends the report
directly to the country’s compliance portal if the country’s compliance system supports
this.
For India Products

For products exported from India, TraceLink generates a “Production” report when you
set a lot to “Quality Released.” You upload the report to India’s Drugs Authentication and
Verification Application (DAVA) system.
Important: Before you can set the lot to “Quality Released” for India exports, you must
generate a “Batch Preproduction” report by creating a production order using Serial
Number Exchange.
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Set a Lot to Quality Released

Note: Use the Production Quantity table to verify the quantity of commissioned serial
numbers against the expected production quantity. If you enter information in the table,
TraceLink checks the Production Quantity against the commissioned quantity by
retrying the operation every fifteen minutes for up to four hours. Compliance reports and
other workflows are not triggered until the Production Quantity is verified. If TraceLink
cannot verify the Production Quantity within the four-hour period, you receive an error in
Info Exchange.
To set all serial numbers in a lot to Quality Released:

1. In Serialized Operations Manager, click Status Update and select the Set Product
Release Status link.
2. On the top right of the SOM window, set Show Data From to the manufacturing site
that provisioned the serial number you’re updating.
3. Enter the Item Code or click the drop-down icon

and select a code.

Note: If you type the beginning of the number, TraceLink autocompletes it. The item
codes in the list represent the serialized products at the site you select in the Show
Data From menu.
4. Enter the Lot Number for the product being released.
5. In the Quality Control Entity field, enter the company or location where the
product is tested for quality or click the drop-down icon and select it.
* Only required for Russian products. Otherwise the field is optional.
6. Optionally, complete the Transaction IDs table.
a. Click

Add Another to add a transaction ID entry.

b. Complete the following fields:
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Field

Description

Identifier
Type

Select the quality inspection documents.

Identifier
Value

Enter the identification number of the quality inspection document.

Document
Date

Enter the date of the quality inspection document.

Actions

Click the Delete link to remove a transaction ID entry.

c. Continue adding levels as needed.
7. Optionally, complete the Production Quantity table.
a. Click

Add Level to add a Packaging Level entry.

b. Complete the following fields:
Field

Description

Packaging
Level

Select the Packaging Level.
Note: The Packaging Level defaults to Each for the first row. You may choose other
packaging levels from the Packaging Level drop-down for any additional rows.

SSCC check Select to indicate that the previously selected Packaging Level represents one or more
box
SSCC serial numbers.
Note: Displays only if the Packaging Level is Case/Shipper.
Packaging
Code

Select the appropriate packaging code from the list of codes available.

Quantity

Enter the quantity of serial numbers in the lot with the given packaging level.

Actions

Click

Note: If only one Packaging Code is available for this entry, the field will auto-populate.
The company's GS1 Prefix will display next to a Packaging Code field if the Packaging
Level is Pallet or if the SSCC check box is selected.

to delete a Packaging Level entry.

c. Continue adding levels as needed.
8. Click Submit.
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Receive Notifications when Quality Released Products are Commissioned

Once a lot has been quality released, no serial numbers should be commissioned for that
lot. Commissioning events after a quality release might indicate that there is an issue with
the serial numbers in the lot or that a commissioning event is delayed due to system
performance issues. You can receive a daily email notification containing serial numbers
commissioned after their lots have been quality released.
The daily notification includes:
n

Packaging Product Type

n

Internal Material Number (if available)

n

Country Drug Code (if available)

n

Country Drug Code Type (if available)

n

Lot Number

n

Quantity of serial numbers commissioned for each packaging level in the lot

n

Info Exchange transaction file names corresponding to the commissioning events (if
the serial numbers were commissioned through transactions)

To set up an email notification for commissioned serial numbers that have been quality
released:

1. Select Application Settings > Serialized Operations Manager in the user menu
on the top right of the TraceLink window.
2. For Notify Me When, check “Serial numbers are commissioned for a Product Code
and Lot that has already been set to Quality Released.”

Configuring Email Notifications for Info Exchange
Instead of periodically logging into TraceLink to see if errors have occurred, you can
configure TraceLink to email you when an exception occurs. By default, the notification
settings apply to all of your company’s TraceLink applications (services). You can select a
particular application to receive notifications for that application only.
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Note: Any synchronous messages, that is, messages sent in real time, such as Simple
Object Access Protocol (SOAP), JAVA, or .Net messages do not trigger email
notifications. Instead, a notification displays on the screen at the time of processing.
Note: The terms Service, Module, Service Administrator, and ServiceLinks are being
phased out. Instead a "Service" and a "Module" are both now referred to as an
"application." A "Service Administrator" is now called a "Manager" and "ServiceLinks" are
called "Links." During the transition period, you may still see the old terminology in certain
screens.
Configure Email Notifications for Info Exchange
To enable email notifications:

1. Select Application Settings > Info Exchange in the user menu on the top right of
the TraceLink window.
2. To receive a notification if there are messages that cannot be routed, select
Destination ProcessLink/Service could not be determined.
Note: If you do not check this option, you will not receive notification of map in
errors.
3. For ServiceLink Notifications, configure your email notification settings for all
applications (services) or for individual applications (services).
n

To set notifications on all applications, in the Notify Me When Messages
column, select the conditions for which you want to receive notifications.

n

To set notifications for a particular application, click the

Set for Individual

Service link, select an application from the menu in the Apply to column, and in
the Notify Me When Messages column, select the conditions for which you
want to receive notifications.
The following table lists the options available in the Notify Me When Messages
column:
Notify Me When Messages
Sent from my company fail
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Sent by partner (to my company) fail
Sent from my company need investigation
Sent by partner (to my company) need investigation
Sent from my company succeed with a warning
Sent by partner (to my company) succeed with a warning

4. Click Save Changes.
TraceLink emails you when these conditions apply.

Adding Users
When you add new users, they are associated with your company and have the role of
Business User:
n

Business Users cannot access the Company Administration menu, but you can
grant them the Company Administrator role if they’ll be managing users.

n

Business Users cannot access any TraceLink applications until they are assigned
the role of Manager or application Member of an application. See Adding Users to
Applications.

n

You can also assign Business Users custom roles. See Creating Custom Roles.
Add a New User

Note: To add users, you must have the Company Administrator role or another role that
allows full access to the Manage Users function.
To add a user:

1. Log in to TraceLink by entering https://www.tracelink.com in your browser and
clicking Log in.
To log in to a test account instead, enter https://itest.tracelink.com in your browser.
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2. Select Company Administration > Users in the user menu on the top right of the
TraceLink window.
3. Click Add New User(s).
4. For Email Addresses of New Users, enter one or more email addresses.
If you enter more than one address, separate the email addresses with commas.
5. Click Submit Changes and click Confirm.
TraceLink sends the user an activation email. The user clicks the link to create the
account and password.
You must invite the user to an application to provide them with access to the
application. See Adding Users to Applications.

Assigning the Company Administrator Role
Assign users the role of Company Administrator if they’ll be managing users. You must be
a Company Administrator or some other role that allows full access to the Manage Users
function to assign this role.
Assign the Company Administrator Role
To assign the Company Administrator role:

1. Select Company Administration > Users in the user menu on the top right of the
TraceLink window.
2. Enter Search Criteria. To list all users, set Account Status to All and set Role to
All.
3. Click Search.
4. Find the user in the list and click the View Details link in the Actions column.
5. In the Roles tab, select Company Administrator.
6. Click Submit Changes and click Confirm.
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When the user next logs in to TraceLink, the Company Administration menu
appears in the user menu on the top right of the TraceLink window.

Adding Application Members
To add a user as an application Member, you must be a Manager of the application.
Add a User to an Application
To add a user to an application:

1. Click Management in the user menu on the top right and click Applications.
2. You can filter by Application and My Company's Role to find the application you
want to add the user to.
Click the search icon

on the left to expand the Search panel.

In the Search panel, enter values in the fields to filter the search.
To filter by a particular location, select a location from the Linked Entity Type
menu. This menu displays only if your company's role is Partner.
3. Click Search.
4. Locate the application.
If the application is not in the list, your company might not be Linked to the
application. Contact the application Owner to make sure your company has been
invited to the application.
5. Click

to view your company's members.

6. Click

Member.
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7. Enter the user’s email address in the corresponding field.

8. Click Submit.
TraceLink sends the user an invitation to join the application.
The user clicks the link in the email and the TraceLink Login page displays in the
user’s browser. Once the user logs in, TraceLink displays the invitation page. The
user clicks Accept Invitation and has access to the specified application in the
Applications menu.
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Adding Application Managers
Note: The terms Service, Module, Service Administrator, and ServiceLinks are being
phased out. Instead a "Service" and a "Module" are both now referred to as an
"application." A "Service Administrator" is now called a "Manager" and "ServiceLinks" are
called "Links." During the transition period, you may still see the old terminology in certain
screens.
To add a user as a Manager, you must be a Company Administrator.
If you are a Company Administrator, you can add yourself as a Manager of any
application you need to work with.
Add a User as a Manager (formerly Service Administrator)
To add a user as a Manager:

1. Select Company Administration > Services in the user menu on the top right of
the TraceLink window.
2. Enter Search Criteria to locate the application to which you are adding the user.
3. Click Search.
If the application (formerly service) is not in the list, your company might not be
linked to the application. Contact the Owner of the application to make sure your
company has been linked to the application.
4. Find the application and configure it.
n

If your company is the Owner of the application, click the Configure Published
Service link.

n

If your company is linked to the application, click the Configure Subscription link.
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5. In the Service Administrators tab at the bottom, click the

Add Another Service

Administrator link on the right.

Note that you do not have to make any updates to the top portion of the page, just in
the Service Administrators tab.
6. In the Enter a company member name field, type the user's email address or click
the drop-down icon and select a user.
7. Click Submit.

The next time the user logs in to TraceLink, the application appears in the
Applications menu and the Management item appears in the user menu. The user
can add new Members to the application using the Management utility.
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